less
Beautifully Bra

TaTa
Troubles?

Won’t stay where you left ‘em?
Bosom Couture Boob Glue

®

THE ULTIMATE CLEAVAGE MAKE-OVER
• Defies gravity by keeping breasts lifted up
& positioned securely in place in clothing
• Patented, gentle roll-on skin adhesive
designed for the delicate breast area
• Goes on clear, dries fast, won’t stain fabric
• Rinses off with soap and water
• Latex / Paraben / Silicone free
• Perspiration resistant

Breasts Stay Lifted Up & In Place
Perfect For:

Uh-oh

Hold -1min

Roll-on

Wow!

Braless Fashions
Halter / Backless / Strapless Attire
Plunging Necklines / Sundresses
Bridal / Bridesmaids / Prom Gowns
Bikini Tops for Poolside
Bustiers & Corsets
Uh-oh
Strapless Bras
Tested on tata’s,
not animals

Hold-1min

Roll-on

Wow!

VITAMIN E
ALOE VERA
A boob job in a bottle?... Almost
To apply: Roll-on to breasts, position in garment, hold for 1 minute.
A boob job in a bottle?... Almost

INGREDIENTS: ALCOHOL DENAT, PV/VA COPOLYMER, WATER, BUTYLENE GLYCOL,
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, ALOE BARBENSIS LEAF JUICE, FRAGRANCE (PARFUM).

Gravity Defying
Adhesive Roll-On

Hail To The “Girls” On Finding The
Perfect Breast Kept Secret.
If you are looking for the lift of a lifetime, Bosom
Couture’s Boob Glue® is the invisible must-have that
will leave them asking, “What’s her secret?”
Boob Glue® instantly enhances the appearance of
the breasts by keeping them lifted up and securely in
place in fashion. For women of ALL fabulous shapes
and sizes.

Application & Removal

Uplifting Hints

If roller ball sticks, run under warm water until
movable. Keep roller ball clean after each use
to prevent ball from sticking. Close cap tightly.

To Minimize Cleavage (Lift and Separate)
Position breasts up and apart.
To Maximize Cleavage (Lift and Add Fullness)
Position breasts upward and in.
Eliminate Armpit Bulge
Tuck away under the arm “spillage” into sides
of garment or bra.
Eliminate Cup Spillage
Position and secure breast skin inside center
perimeter of bra for a smooth flawless look.
Smooth Décolleté Lines or Stretch Marks
Positioning and securing breasts up and apart
will smooth creases and lines.

Apply
Boob Glue® will set fast, so work quickly to position
your breasts exactly where you want them.
*Won’t stain fabric. We recommend testing fabric just to
be safe.
Step 1: Make sure area to be applied is clean and dry,
free from any oils, lotions or powders.

ALOE VERA

ALOE VERA

Step 2: With garment on, remove one breast at a time.
Holding center of breast, roll on Boob Glue® liberally
E around the entire breast area that is to
andVITAMIN
thoroughly
be placed in garment, avoiding nipple area.

VITAMIN E

Step 3: Arrange breasts to desired position in garment.
Hold garment in place and press firmly for 1minute.
Remove residual on skin or garment with a damp cloth.

Positioned Up

& In

Practice makes perfect!

Remove:
Slowly remove garment from skin against gravity.
Boob Glue® rinses off easily with soap and water.
Moisturize as usual. Launder as usual.

The Ultimate Cleavage Make-Over

Re-wearing garment with multiple layers of Boob Glue® without
laundering may cause too firm a hold on breasts causing skin
to become sensitive upon removal.
Avoid use if skin is sensitive to alcohol.
Do not use on cut, sore, burned, damaged, sun damaged or
disordered skin.
It’s always best to test on a small area before using.
See product label for precautions.

sexy secrets + before & after pics at

bosomcouture.com

Join the conversation, fi nd us on:

